HRONIC myelogenous leukemia (CML) is a cional disease that results in the selective expansion of Philadelphia chromosome (Ph)-positive late myeloid progenitor cells.' At least 90% to 95% of CML are characterized by Ph, which is a shortened chromosome 22 that arises from a reciprocal translocation, t(9;22)(q34;ql l)?" We have shown that inter-Alu-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of the DNA from interspecific hybrid cells containing all or a portion of one of the chromosomes involved in the translocation produced probe for competitive fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) sufficiently free of nonspecific centromeric repeat sequences such that it gave specific and unambiguous identification of the normal and rearranged chromosomal elements in metaphase preparations from CML ~atients.4.~ Here, we have made FISH probe by inter-Alu-PCR from a hybrid (E6B) containing only approximately 5 Mb of human DNA surrounding the ABL locus on human chromosome 9.6
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The aim is to develop a probe capable of detecting the Ph translocation in interphase nuclei. The strategy is to use the probe to cover a sufficiently large region surrounding the translocation breakpoint so that when applied to interphase cells with the translocation three bright hybridization domains would be observed-one from the unaltered chromosome, a second from the portion of the probed region retained after the translocation, and a third from the probed region of the chromosome that was translocated (Fig 1) . The
The publication costs of this article were defiayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S,C. section 1734 solely to indicate this fact. presence of only two domains (from the two unrearranged chromosomes) would indicate normal interphase cells. Identification of the Ph chromosome in interphase nuclei had been first attempted using a combination of cosmid probes-one for 3'ABL sequences labeled for visualization in a red color and the other for SBCR sequences that would be detected as green through a multiple band-pass filter.' Digitized images were collected with a cooled charged coupled device (CCD) camera and displayed after computer enhancement. A combination of the two colors indicated the presence of the Ph chromosome. The small size of the region detected by these probes raises questions as to their reliability for large-scale clinical use.
Lengauer et a l ' showed the particular usefulness of a YAC clone containing a 215-kb insert from the BCR gene to identify the Ph translocation in interphase CML cells. Inter-Alu-PCR product from the YAC showed that 6 4 % of the interphase nuclei from the bone marrow (BM) of a CML patient contained more than two signals, whereas 96% of normal diploid cells had two signals or less, as expected. Because these signals appeared as dots in the interphase nuclei, there was a possibility of false-negatives (missing some true targets because of incomplete hybridization) or false-positives (counting artifactual spots). However, in a sufficiently large sample size, it was suggested that the presence of cancer cells in a population could be detected. Here, we examined the usefulness of a larger size probe derived from the radiation hybrid to give clear, yet resolvable signal for detection of three domains of hybridization in CML interphases and two domains in normal cells. We also evaluated the effectiveness of combining that probe with a BCR probe in two-color procedures for high-efficiency quantitation of the frequency of Ph+ cells. Such quantitation enables the detection of Ph+ cells in heterogeneous cell populations with obvious application to research and management of the disease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient material and standard cytogenetics. The BM samples used for this study were obtained as response evaluation procedures from six patients (CML patients no. For personal use only. on September 24, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org no. 3 was in blast crisis. BM samples from nine normal HLA allo-BM transplant donors (normals no. 1 through 9) were used as controls. Cytogenetic analysis was performed on freshly aspirated BM cells. Metaphases were analyzed for G-bands using trypsin-Giemsa techniques as performed in the clinical cytogenetics laboratory?
FISH. Probe for FISH was prepared from radiation hybrid E6B that has been shown to contain only approximately 5 Mb of human DNA from human chromosome band 9q34 as its only human genomic content. Molecular marker analysis has indicated that the human region retained extends from AKI to ABO, which includes ABL and that approximately one-third of the region is translocated to the Ph chromosome in CML patients! Methods for preparation of humanspecific FISH probe from hybrid cells by inter-Ah-PCR, biotin labeling of probe, competitive hybridization blocking of repeat sequences, FISH, avidin-fluorescein detection, UV microscopy, and photography as performed in this laboratory are described in Liu et a1.4 E6B probe was visualized in cells as yellow-green fluorescence when viewed through a B2A Nikon filter (fluorescein isothiocyanate [FITC] excitation 470-490; emission 515).
Double-labeling, two-color experiments were also performed by adding to the hybridization mix ONCORs (Gaithersburg. MD) digoxygenin-labeled probe from a cosmid contig containing the portion of the BCR locus that remains associated with the centromere of chromosome 22 during the generation of the Ph chromosome. When viewed through a multiple pass filter (Omega, Brattleboro, W), this probe is viewed as red fluorescence, whereas the E6B probe is observed as yellow-green. In regions where both probes overlap, an intermediate color is detected. The biochemical details of the doubling-labeling procedure are essentially as described by Kallioniemi et al. '' Analysis was performed by enumeration of E6B hybridization signals referred to as "domains" in cells viewed with the FITC filter. The percentage of cells with one through four domains was determined from the total number of analyzable cells. A cell with three or more domains was considered Ph'. In experiments in which both probes were used and in which more than two E6B domains were detected in a cell, the multiple pass filter was put into the light path to visualize the red BCR probe. Only if one of the BCR signals overlapped an E6B domain was the cell scored positive for more than two domains.
Transition matrix for correction of false-negative and -positive errors. The estimates of the numbers of domains reported for the CML patients in Tables 1 and 2 were corrected for misclassification according to the method of Thall and Zimmerman (manuscript in -9+
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Interphase -preparation). Briefly, this procedure assumes that there is a probability, cr. of missing a domain that is present in the cell (false-negative error) and a separate probability, 8. of classifying either debris or some other material as a domain (false-positive error). These events are considered to be independent of each other. Likewise, either missing two domains, or reporting two domains that are not present, are regarded as independent events whose probability is the square of the respective two probabilities described above. Finally, it is assumed that at most two domains can be missed and at most two false-positive domains can be counted. This model is used to construct a transition matrix relating the proportions of the numbers of For Tables 1 and 2 . With these values, the transition equations can be solved for the corrected proportions in each domain category, thus accounting for misclassification errors.
RESULTS
Inter-Alu-PCR of DNA from an interspecific hybrid cell containing band 9 4 4 as its only human genomic content produced probe (E6B) for FISH that specifically painted only that region of the human genome when applied to normal human metaphase cells (Fig 2A) . In normal interphase cells, E6B generally detects two domains of hybridization reflective of the two 9q34 regions in the cell (Fig 2B) . When applied to CML cells, in addition to signal on the unaffected chromosome 9, the signal is split between the affected chromosome 9 and the Ph chromosome (Fig 2C) , resulting in three signals in metaphases with the Ph chromosome. Three domains are also detected in interphase nuclei of CML cells (Fig 2D) . Not only were the number of FISH domains in the CML cells consistent with the hypothesis that the signal from one of the chromosome 9s had been split, but lesser intensity of one of the three domains (arrows on Fig 2D) was consistent with the expectation that the region translocated was less than one-third of the DNA recognized by the probe on human chromosome 9. 6 The number of domains in nine normal and six CML BM interphase preparations was tabulated.
All patient samples were judged 100% Ph+ by standard cytogenetics (20 to 25 metaphasedpatient). Initially it was decided to evaluate the number of E6B domains only in terminally differentiated cells. Therefore, only the easily identifiable polymorphonucieocytes (polys) were scored. Results are presented in Table 1 . Not tabulated were an additional 40 (2.9%) cells from normals and 38 (4.1%) cells from CML patients that were judged unscorable because of either a lack of sufficient signal or signal too diffuse to identify domains. After FISH with probe from E6B on cells from normal individuals, the vast majority of interphase nuclei had no more than two domains of staining ( Fig 2B and Table 1 ). Quite distinctively, more than 80% of cells from six CML patients had at least three domains of staining ( Fig 2D and Table 1) . We conclude that the E6B probe is capable of detecting the Ph translocation in CML interphase cells.
The presence of more than two E6B domains in 3% of the cells of normals is indicative of the false-positive rate in the procedure. Therefore, to validate the third domain of E6B hybridization (and reduce the false-positives), we performed a two-color hybridization experiment to provide a second frame of reference for the Ph chromosome. The second probe detected the portion of the BCR locus that remains associated with the Ph chromosome after the translocation. In a cell with three domains of E6B hybridization, the BCR signal was detected by switching to the multiple pass filter when such a cell was in the field. This showed the two red dots of BCR localization, one of which overlapped the yellow-green hybridization of one of the E6B domains in a cell with a Ph chromosome (Fig 2G and H) . When the third E6B domain did not overlap with one of the BCR signals, the third domain was considered a false-positive and the cell was scored as having only two E6B domains (Fig 2E and  F) . Such an experiment was performed with a subset of samples from the previous series-five normals (nos. The data are presented in Table 2 . All interphase cells (not reference (BCR), the percentage of false-positives (as deterjust polys) were counted. Not tabulated, as before, were an mined by >2 domains in the normal samples) was reduced additional total 133 (5.1%) of the cells from normals and to less than 1%. At such a false-positive level, it became 223 (8.7%) of cells from CML patients that were judged possible to detect very low frequencies of Ph' interphase unscorable.
cells at high levels of confidence. Applying a Clopper-PearThe results indicate that, by using the second frame of son confidence interval for a binomial proportion," we can
For personal use only. on September 24, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From conclude that, when as few as 13 cells with three verified domains of E6B hybridization are identified of 500 cells counted (2.6%), there is a 99% probability for the presence of at least 1% Ph' cells (5 or more) in the population.
The data on Table 2 also show that, even though standard cytogenetics evaluated the cells from the CML marrows as 100% Ph+, only 74% of the interphase cells had more than two E6B verified domains indicative of the presence of the Ph chromosome. Part of the deviation of the interphase cells from 100% Ph+ must be related to the presence of falsenegative interphase results. A false-negative (less than the expected number of domains) would have been caused by incomplete signal detection in a cell or overlapping of two E6B domains. The frequency of such an event was approximated by the percentage of normal cells having only a single E6B domain (two were expected). The frequencies of cells from CML patients falling into the different domains of hybridization (Tables 1 and 2) were corrected for both falsenegative and false-positive errors using the data from the normal patient sets in each case, and the transition matrix described in Materials and Methods. Using the pooled data from each set was facilitated by the lack of heterogeneity in the frequency of domains scored in those sets Table 1 , Table 2 E6B, and Table 2 E6B and BCR, respectively). After correction for false-negatives and false-positives, 79.4% of cells from CML patients have more than two BCRverified domains of E6B hybridization ( Table 2) . This is significantly different than the 100% Ph+ for metaphase cells established for each patient (x$ms = 84.7, P < .01). Therefore, we conclude that interphase FISH provides an opportunity for evaluating the frequency of Ph+ cells in a biologically distinct cellular compartment of the marrow of CML patients. This is underscored in comparing the corrected frequencies of more than two E6B domains present in polys (92.08, Table 1 ) versus all interphases (83.8%, Table 2 ) in patients no. 2 through 6. The difference is highly statistically significant (x:, = 40.2, P < .01) and reflects the fact that the polys are. in the myeloid lineage affected by this clonal disease and therefore represent an even more specific compartment of the interphase population.
DISCUSSION
The percentages of cells from normal and CML individuals with less than two, two, and more than two domains of staining using probe recognizing a genomic domain that overlaps the region of a breakpoint involved in the formation of the Ph chromosome obtained here were similar to that obtained by Lengauer et a18 using a BCR YAC as probe. Results using the larger probe from the radiation hybrid were highly repeatable and, when combined with a second frame of reference (BCR cosmid), gave a significantly lower frequency of false-positives (0.53% v 6.0%) than reported using the YAC probe alone. The low false-positive rate should make the system useful for detecting minimal residual disease (MRD) in patients because detectibility should be more sensitive than standard cytogenetics. Although yet to be tested directly, interphase FISH is very likely less sensitive than reverse transcriptasePCR (RT/PCR).'* However, interphase FISH allows an enumerative approach for the quantitation of the frequency of Ph' cells at different phases of treatment not yet available for RTPCR. Furthermore, interphase FISH detects constitutive presence of the Ph' chromosome independent of the cycling status of cells (in comparison to G-band cytogenetics) or BCWABL expression status of cells (compared with R T K R ) . The data above suggesting different frequencies of Ph+ cells in cycling cells (metaphase) versus interphase cells establishes interphase FISH as a different parameter. The identification of the higher frequency of Ph+ cells in polys as opposed to the general interphase population in this patient set not only helps validate the procedure (because polys are descendents of the cells of the myeloid lineage), but indicates that restricting analyses to polys in certain cases may give a clearer view of the cancer burden in the myeloid lineage.
It should be noted that translocations associated with myeloid proliferative diseases involving the end of human chromosome 9 and other chromosomes (not the 22) are possible.I3.l4 Considering the large size of the E6B probe, such translocations might also appear as three domains, although a Ph chromosome might not be generated. Such structures would be clearly distinguishable from a true Ph chromosome by BCR probe in two-color FISH. However, E6B probe may prove to be also useful in identifying translocations involving other chromosomes after appropriate validation.
However, interphase FISH with E6B does have its limitations. At present, it appears as though the signal generated by the large probe, although very efficient for resolving the domains in polys, is often diffuse in other cell types that may include more immature cycling cells. It has not escaped our notice that there is an appreciable frequency of unscorable cells in the marrows of CML patients (8.7%) that is significantly higher thm what was observed in the marrows of normal subjects. Further studies combining use of these probes with agents that block cells in various stages of the cell cycle will hopefully enable exploration of the biologic basis behind such observations. Because cycling cells eventually enter metaphase (and because this probe can clearly recognize the translocation event in even the poorest of metaphases), FISH analyses of both interphase and metaphase cells should now be able to give a more accurate picture of the frequency of Ph+ cells in these two different compartments in patient material. Finally, in addition to the usefulness of the probe system for detecting the level of Ph' cells in patients, it should also be valuable in the analysis of cells sorted according to their differentiational state or different lineage types, as well as in cell populations being considered for use in autologous BMT.
